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PEN Canada works on behalf of writers, at home and abroad, who have been 

forced into silence for writing the truth as they see it. PEN Canada opens the 

space for debate. We lobby governments in Canada and internationally, organize 

petitions, send letters, faxes and postcards for the release of persecuted writers, 

and conduct public awareness campaigns about freedom of expression.

We work for the release of imprisoned writers internationally, and to ensure that 

those responsible for the increasing number of murdered writers and journalists are 

brought to justice. At home, we work for freedom of expression within a national 

context, and to develop opportunities for writers living in exile in Canada.

We work so that stifl ed voices can be heard once again.
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The pen (or PEN) traditionally touted as the 
sword’s mightiest opponent has become 
quaintly archaic in the 21st century. While the 
gentle men and women who founded PEN 
in the 1920s took elegant fountain pens in 
hand to write letters of encouragement to 
their imprisoned colleagues and to attempt 
persuasion with those responsible for their 
incarceration, today computers and the 
internet have become the weapons of choice 
for those of us who fi ght for freedom of 
expression. Unfortunately, the internet has also 
become a tool for those who would curtail 
that freedom. In this year’s annual report, we 
examine some of the implications of the 
ways in which technology has changed our 
ongoing struggle.
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Take the situation in China, which PEN Canada actively monitors as part 

of the countdown to this summer’s Olympics. As you will see in our 

listing of our current Honorary Members (p44), one of them, Shi Tao, was 

imprisoned because of his writings on the internet after, shamefully, the 

internet communications giant Yahoo! allowed the Chinese government 

access to his fi les. On the other hand, as Marian Botsford Fraser reports 

in her notes from that same campaign (p36), the internet has made 

it possible for Dr. Yu Zhang to operate the Independent Chinese PEN 

Center from his base in Sweden entirely through that medium, 

getting news out of China by cellphone, email and website postings.

Technology has also made possible a creative and exciting initiative 

involving PEN centres around the world: the International PEN Poem 

Relay, an interactive project which saw a poem written by Shi Tao 

translated into almost 100 languages worldwide, all available with the 

click of a mouse on PEN websites. PEN Canada’s contribution was a 

translation into Cree by William Merasty (p43).

On the home front, PEN Canada is using technology to communicate 

more frequently with our membership, by replacing our semi-annual 

printed newsletters with monthly email bulletins and improving our 

website (www.pencanada.ca). Our Facebook page has proved to be an 

effective way of spreading our message to a whole new demographic.

But (yes, the inevitable “but”) whatever methods we use, the struggle 

goes on. We are grateful to have so many members, patrons and 

sponsors in our corner.

SHIFT
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PEN CANADA 
DEFENDS 
FREEDOM 
OF EXPRESSION 
BY ASSISTING 
WRITERS 
AROUND 
THE WORLD 
PERSECUTED 
OR EXILED 
FOR THE 
EXPRESSION 
OF THEIR 
THOUGHTS.
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I joined PEN Canada because the mandate 
and history of the organization touched a 
chord — to struggle for the right to freedom 
of expression in Canada and around the 
world, to advocate on behalf of writers in 
prison, and to “assist” writers in exile. It 
looked like a perfect place for me — because 
I believed this made a difference and 
because of my own family history. 

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

BY NELOFER PAZIRA

PRESIDENT
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As a child I accompanied my father to a peaceful rally in Afghanistan. 

It was a spring day in 1978, and I was still holding my father’s hand as 

he walked up to the microphone. His clear voice echoed as he recited 

a poem in Dari. Less than 24 hours later, he was detained for being “an 

enemy of the State.” The poem he had read was critical of the newly-

established Soviet-backed communist regime, which my father had 

refused to support. In the following weeks, I sat in front of a wood-stove, 

helping my mother burn a third of my father’s library. I watched the fi re 

as it gobbled up in its fl ames books, rare hand-written manuscripts, pre-

cious stamp collections, magazines, even medical journals. Such was our 

state of fear that my mother buried their ashes deep under the dark soil 

of our garden so they would not betray my father’s interest in reading. 

My mother walked around the house, frantically destroying anything 

that could help the authorities fi nd evidence of my father’s socialist and 

democratic views. To think and to speak your mind was a crime. 
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As a teenager in Kabul, I joined an illegal underground resistance move-

ment to circulate banned books, “night letters” and anti-government 

literature. Written words were feared more than guns by the government. 

The punishment for discovery of a weapon in a household was prison; 

discovery of banned books resulted in execution. 

I spent a good part of my Canadian university days at rallies, on 

Parliament Hill or in front of embassies protesting against dictator-

ships , occupations, and wars. Fighting for freedom of thought and 

expression has been an integral part of that long struggle. So joining 

PEN seemed natural. 

As individuals, we have the choice to speak out when human rights 

abuses are committed; as an organization we are also responsible for 

each failure, when a human being is denied their basic rights. We have 

an obligation to act — either through publicizing a case, by writing, 

negotiating or by putting pressure on parties or governments. 

Looking back at the year as President of PEN Canada, I can’t help

but acknowledge the calamity of our situation. I don’t have to look 

far to see the enormous amount of work we have tried to do and the 

appalling frustration of our failures.

Last year, worldwide, 984 writers were imprisoned, forced into hiding, 

harassed, attacked or detained. Twenty-fi ve writers were killed or disap-

peared. 47 journalists were killed in Iraq — 46 Iraqis and one Russian — 

most of them deliberately targeted because of their work. Eight journal-

ists were killed in Somalia, six in Pakistan and three in Sri Lanka. In total, 

almost 900 journalists were arrested. 

PEN Canada has 30 imprisoned Honorary Members, and while their 

profi les are posted on our website, little has been accomplished towards 

their release. Powerful governments, military dictatorships, and above all 

the indifference of the authorities overshadow our small-scale campaigns 

on behalf of those imprisoned. 

Should we be depressed? Yes. Should we despair? No. Most of our 

Honorary Members know we are behind them. This gives them hope amid 

their despair. We keep that fl ame alight. But how brightly does it burn? 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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When PEN Canada originally began its work, each board member would 

adopt an individual prisoner and campaign on that man or woman’s 

behalf with more and more members of the public joining them. Today, 

it seems to me, we need to remember those roots, in addition to the 

other work we do. If we are not out there writing to these prisoners, 

forming groups with the support of the public to fi ght for their release 

on an individual as well as a collective basis — no matter how large our 

membership or our budget — we haven’t done our work. 

We also need our supporters and our public. We are not enemies of 

our ministers or politicians or their parties. In a world where so many 

leaders speak proudly of freedom of speech, many of them do not back 

up their words with political action. People in government have immense 

power. Our supporters are those who must remind our leaders of their 

obligations and recall for them that serious human rights work wins 

votes for politicians. My father is now a citizen of this country, for which 

my family will always be grateful. But PEN Canada’s fi les show there are 

almost a thousand others out there who still languish in prison. This is 

our collective failure. 

Our collective challenge, then, is to concentrate our efforts in a direction 

that results in a more effective way of battling injustices. Choosing wisely 

our courses of action, and acting effi ciently, could enable us to help give 

someone the hope of freedom. And to remember that freedom of expres-

sion is not just a fundamental human right, it is an individual’s dignity.
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Article 19
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

EVERYONE HAS THE 
RIGHT TO FREEDOM 
OF OPINION AND 
EXPRESSION; THIS 
RIGHT INCLUDES THE 
FREEDOM TO HOLD 
OPINIONS WITHOUT 
INTERFERENCE AND 
TO SEEK, RECEIVE AND 
IMPART INFORMATION 
AND IDEAS THROUGH 
ANY MEDIA AND 
REGARDLESS OF 
FRONTIERS.
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BY ISOBEL HARRY

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S
REPORT

This year PEN Canada celebrates its 25th 
anniversary as the English-speaking Canadian 
centre of International PEN. A Canadian centre 
was founded in Montreal in 1926, fi ve years 
after the founding of PEN in Europe in 1921, 
and in 1983 became two centres: PEN Québec 
(le Centre québécois) remained in Montreal 
and the Canadian Centre was moved to 
Toronto and later renamed PEN Canada. This 
is a moment to refl ect upon our achievements 
as a centre as well as on our growth as an 
essential voice in Canada and in the world on 
the issue of freedom of expression.
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By the end of this month, you will be able to see on our website a record 

of our work in Canada; we have assembled an archive of all the Canadian 

cases and issues in which we have been engaged, and certainly for many 

of our members, this is how they see and participate in PEN. The other 

areas of engagement include those members who have participated in 

our Minders program, which we are currently redeveloping and the Rapid 

Action Network appeals on individual cases, also being revised. In recent 

years, PEN’s work with writers in exile has become central to how we 

engage with writers, and in addition, we have developed a rich literary 

program of readings and most recently, the TAXI drama project. 

In this report I would like to focus especially on our role in International 

PEN. In the last year, PEN Canada’s engagement in the international 

arena has become ever more important in the face of the global rise in 

intolerance, with the attendant escalation in the need to strengthen the 

right to freedom of expression. 
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PEN Canada has always been one of the most active and progressive 

centres in International PEN: co-hosting with PEN Québec a Congress 

in 1989; representing International PEN at meetings in Geneva of the UN 

Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) between 1994 and 1999; being 

actively involved in the redefi ning and re-structuring of International PEN 

between 1996 and 2001; participating in missions to Sri Lanka, Mexico, 

Cuba, and Peru; leading a seminal campaign on freedom of expression 

and impunity. PEN Canada was one of the centres that instigated the 

writers in exile work of International PEN (in 1999) and chaired the 

Writers in Exile Committee of International PEN for the past eight years. 

But PEN Canada’s role in the world seemed to come into sharper 

relief this year, starting at the PEN Congress in Dakar last July when both 

PEN Canada’s nominees for International PEN positions were elected by 

a strong majority of votes by the assembled delegates. Margaret Atwood 

was elected International Vice President (an honorary, lifetime appoint-

ment) and past-president Haroon Siddiqui was elected to the Board 

(the second member of PEN Canada to serve in this capacity). 

PEN Canada became convinced of the necessity to be seen and heard 

once again in international fora after the threat this year to the long-

standing mandate of the UN Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and 

Expression — a position strongly supported by the government of 

Canada since it was created in 1993. 

In March, an amendment regarding religious defamation was voted 

into the mandate of the rapporteur. PEN and other free expression NGOs 

believe the amendment leaves the mandate open to misleading interpre-

tations by seeking to protect religions from defamation rather than the 

beliefs of individual religious adherents. 

In countries such as Morocco, Egypt, Belarus, Afghanistan and Iran, 

writers are persecuted, jailed, and sometimes sentenced to death because 

their countries have religious defamation laws.

At this year’s biennial Writers in Prison Committee (WiPC) conference 

in Glasgow, PEN Canada proposed that International PEN begin again 

the process of writing annual statements presented by a PEN delegate in 

Geneva. Consequently, a Working Group on International Governmental 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
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IN COUNTRIES 
SUCH AS MOROCCO, 
EGYPT, BELARUS, 
AFGHANISTAN AND 
IRAN, WRITERS 
ARE PERSECUTED, 
JAILED, AND 
SOMETIMES 
SENTENCED TO 
DEATH BECAUSE 
THEIR COUNTRIES 
HAVE RELIGIOUS 
DEFAMATION LAWS.
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Organisations (IGOs) was set up with representatives from Canadian, 

Norwegian, American, Catalan, Belgian, Swiss Romande and English 

PEN centres to plan strategies for future actions at the UN and the 

European Parliament. 

As this work theme developed, PEN Canada received an invitation to 

take part in the re-formation of the Canadian Network on International 

Human Rights in Ottawa. Comprised of two dozen or so non-govern-

mental organizations and with the participation of Foreign Affairs’ 

Human Rights Division, this group was active for a decade before 

disbanding a few years ago. Made up of groups like Amnesty and 

Rights and Democracy as well as PEN, the Network makes it possible 

to coordinate work on issues that are anticipated to come before 

the UN Human Rights Council.

Another international forum in which PEN Canada anticipates playing 

a larger role in coming years is the Inter-American human rights system 

through the Organisation of American States (OAS). 

We are looking into possible NGO accreditation at the OAS for Interna-

tional PEN, just as PEN has accreditation in Category II status at the UN. The 

timing is excellent for greater participation by PEN, as the WiPC of Interna-

tional PEN launches its campaign (with PEN Canada participation) on Free-

dom of Expression in the Americas at the Bogotá Congress in September. 

Speaking of the Americas, I had the pleasure and privilege of being in-

vited by PEN Québec to attend the launch of the new Haitian PEN centre 

in May. (Previously, in 2006, I had assisted International PEN in the creation 

of a Jamaican PEN centre.) Now Haiti has joined the PEN family, thanks 

to the work done since 2004 by PEN Québec president Emile Martel and 

board member Georges Anglade, now the fi rst president of PEN Haiti. 

As mentors of the new centre, PEN Québec and PEN Canada were in-

vited to attend two specifi c events: Livres comme l’air, an evening of read-

ings dedicated to PEN Honorary Members in prison, featuring Haitian PEN 

writers. Also, Livres en folie, an all-day book fair in Port au Prince that saw 

10,000 fans fl ock to a downtown park to buy books (accounting for 80% 

of Haiti’s book sales for the year — at 50% publishers’ discount), where 

58 authors signed books under the blazing sun. In this country, where UN 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
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security forces and special police roam the streets to calm the populace’s 

fear of violence and kidnappings and where blackouts and food shortages 

are commonplace, this book fair (now in its 14th year) is nothing short of a 

miracle. Someone said: it’s as though Haiti is normal inside this park. 

This year PEN Canada has also worked with the Independent Chinese 

PEN Center and American PEN on a high-profi le Countdown to Freedom 

of Expression in China, a campaign (reported on elsewhere) that has had 

considerable infl uence on how PEN conducts campaigns.

International activism is a fundamental element in the history of PEN 

Canada that has seen this organization have a real impact. I believe we 

must remain vigilant as in the past yet adaptable to the rapid pace of 

change in the human rights environment, with feet planted in Canada and 

the world, an increasingly effective force for good. 

I am grateful to Nelofer Pazira, President, and to the Board of PEN 

Canada for their generous donation of time and expertise to PEN’s man-

date. If you ever wonder how we get so much work done, it’s due in large 

part to these committed Board members taking on everything from chair-

ing major events and committees to realising fundraising ideas that work, 

unstintingly lending their vision and experience (legal, publishing, fi scal, 

communications, etc.) to keep the cause vital.

I also want to acknowledge the efforts of the staff this year: Caitlin 

Smith, PEN Canada’s Administrator for the last four years left in May to 

begin work with the Canadian Civil Liberties Association — I know many 

members will miss her friendly, helpful energy. We are lucky to have Alek-

sandra Bida as Interim Administrator, Josh Bloch as Coordinator of the 

Trillium-funded TAXI project and of Outreach and Events, and intern Polina 

Kukar, working on the National Affairs online archive (thanks also to Bryce 

Kustra, from Pro Bono Law Students, who contributed earlier work to the 

archive). Past president Marian Botsford Fraser has provided invaluable 

help as Programs Associate, also writing press releases and statements 

on (frequent) demand! The Biggest News, however, is the recent arrival 

of Colleen Cowman as PEN Canada’s fi rst Development Director, who 

brings a high level of expertise to this important aspect of our work. I look 

forward to working with all of you in the coming year.
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PEN’s twin founding principles are the 
upholding of free expression and the defence 
of writers persecuted for expressing their 
ideas freely. The fi rst principle really emerged 
in 1933, when the club (as it then was) for 
poets, playwrights, essayists, editors and 
novelists was twelve years old. At a congress  
in Dubrovnic, the burning of books by the 
ruling political party of one of the member 
countries was confronted. 

The second principle, the one that most concerns the Writers in Prison 

Committee, was consolidated in 1937 when the writer Arthur Koestler, then 

a journalist, was imprisoned and condemned to die during the Spanish 

Civil War. A still growing PEN worked for his release and obtained it. 

The year for the Writers in Prison Committee of PEN Canada (WiPC) 

begins at the Annual General Meeting, as it did in 1960 when the interna-

tional committee was born. In a comfortable book-lined room in Toronto 

the outgoing chair, Alan Cumyn, after six committed years behind the 

wheel, handed it over to me, Phil Jenkins. I’m a writer who lives near 

Ottawa, and hence am within benign striking distance of many of the 

embassies of countries whose citizens appear on our Honorary Members 

list, the headquarters of many of our sister human rights organizations, 

and the desks of those who work within government to implement 

Canada’s relationship with the rest of the world’s enhancement or sup-

pression of the basic rights. 

WRITERS IN PRISON 
COMMITTEE 
REPORT

BY PHIL JENKINS, WiPC CHAIR
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Another abiding principle of the committee is the belief that there is power 

in words and in numbers, and the braiding of the two as weapons of 

persuasion. This tenet guides the Rapid Action Network (RAN), the email 

system of alerting over a hundred of our subscribing members to the need 

for words and numbers to try and free a foreign fellow writer or journalist. 

The roughly weekly RANs are in some way a bellwether of the 

relentless persecution of those who use words to speak truth to power 

in countries where governments fear criticism. Looking back over the 

fi fty-odd RANs from this year (which you can do on the PEN Canada 

website) one can see the arrival of the headlining protests in Burma, 

in Tibet and in particular in China, which became the focus of a PEN 

Canada inspired campaign and is described elsewhere in this Annual 

Report. In May 2008 a survey was sent out inquiring among members 

as to the effi cacy of the RAN system; I want to ensure that the RAN 

subscribers are able to use their professional creativity to its greatest 

effect. Words are our trade, after all, and if anyone can persuade the 

powerful to show compassion, it is us. 

In April 2008 I attended a conference in Glasgow, the gathering every 

two years of representatives from countries whose PEN Centres have a 

Writers in Prison Committee. The words the executive director of PEN 

Canada had said to me after a long meeting at External Affairs, “You’re 

in human rights now!” echoed in my mind, and the Glasgow conference 

was a classroom, a reassurance and an invigorating contact with peers, 

putting faces to emails and personalities. Many lessons were learnt, 

“tricks of the trade” and I’m sure my progress as chair will benefi t from 

them. My thanks to our colleagues in Glasgow for inviting me in and 

for the grand treatment I received.

I was also able to attend some meetings in Ottawa working towards 

the rebirth of a Canadian human rights network, which had become 

dusty. This is ongoing and will strengthen the Canadian human rights 

community and add decibels to its voice when talking to power when 

those rights are threatened. 

WRITERS IN PRISON COMMITTEE REPORT
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Sadly, the year has come and gone without the return of the body of 

one of our murdered Honorary Members, Zahra Kazemi, the Canadian 

photojournalist who was killed in Tehran in 2003 after being imprisoned 

and tortured for, with deadly irony, taking photographs outside a prison. 

She was buried in Iranian soil in a hurry, contrary to the wishes of family 

who wanted her repatriated. To date, no one in Iran has been brought 

to justice for Kazemi’s murder although a puppet show trial in 2004 

resulted in the acquittal of an Iranian security agent.

“ ABOVE ALL 
LIBERTIES, GIVE ME 
THE LIBERTY TO 
KNOW, TO UTTER, 
AND TO ARGUE 
FREELY ACCORDING 
TO CONSCIENCE.”
JOHN MILTON
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Finally, the causes for celebration, sometimes brief, sometimes lasting, that 

it is right to feel when Honorary Members are released from injustice. In 

June 2007, one of Vietnam’s leading dissident writers, Nguyen Vu Binh, 

was set free, after serving four years of a seven-year prison sentence for 

his critical writings. He was arrested in 2002 and sentenced by the Hanoi 

People’s Court to seven years’ imprisonment for having “written and 

exchanged information and materials that distorted the party and state 

policies.” He was held at Ba Sao forced labour camp, in Nam Hà province, 

in very poor conditions and his declining health ignored. There are still, 

however, serious concerns for his well-being. 

Ngawang Phulchung, a senior monk in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa 

was released in October 2007, six months before his sentence was due to 

expire. Phulchung was one of the leaders of the “Group of 10,” a publishing 

collective formed after peaceful demonstrations were violently suppressed 

by Chinese authorities in 1987. The group’s publications included a Tibetan 

translation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Phulchung is 

currently with his family, but is in poor health due to the vicious treatment 

meted out to him in prison. 

The Iranian writer and barrister Nasser Zarafshan was released on 

March 17, 2008, after six years in prison. A speech he gave in 2000 in-

cluded the accusation that intelligence services had murdered fi ve Iranian 

intellectuals, and, after being set-up by the authorities, he was sentenced 

in March 2002 to fi ve years’ imprisonment and seventy cruel lashes for 

the possession of alcohol. 

Of course in these three cases there is no gauging the extent to 

which PEN’s efforts contributed to the release, but it undoubtedly did 

in some part. As the wonderful folk singer and human rights advocate 

Eliza Gilkyson says in song, “When the great correction comes” all the 

doors of all the prisons will fall open; till then, our work continues.

WRITERS IN PRISON COMMITTEE REPORT
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At the beginning of the next academic year, I’m intending to pilot an initia-

tive in the creative writing schools of Canadian universities and colleges to 

introduce students, the next generation of free expressers, to PEN Canada 

and allow them to “adopt” an Honorary Member during their course. Also, 

the ongoing Minders programme, a branch of WiPC activity which involves 

linking a PEN Canada member with an imprisoned Honorary Member 

in the hope that they can establish a benefi cial relationship, needs an 

overhaul, which it will get in the months to come.

Seventy years on from the campaign for the release of Arthur Koestler, 

the nature of power, and the nature of literary protest at the abuse of power, 

are as potent as ever. The WiPC is never short of poets, playwrights, 

essayists, editors and novelists undergoing persecution somewhere in 

the world, and that is our motivation. In the great scheme of things, PEN, 

like thousands of other human rights organizations, employs compassion, 

and provides evidence of caring, and that is an honorable path to follow. 

Throughout the coming year the committee’s progress will be broadcast 

at pencanada.ca, on the WiPC pages. See you there.
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It has been an extraordinary year in Canada 
for freedom of expression. Rarely if ever in 
recent decades has the issue been in the 
headlines more frequently and the subject of 
such scrutiny and debate as in the past year.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE 
REPORT
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For PEN Canada that is both encouraging and discouraging. 

The encouragement came from the wide-ranging coalitions of 

individuals and organizations that spoke with one voice in opposition 

to the federal government’s attempt through Bill C-10 to restrict the 

availability of fi lm tax credits to only those fi lms the government itself 

deems to be in accordance with public policy. 

Equally encouraging was a similarly broad range of voices from all 

regions of the country and from all across the political spectrum as well, 

suggesting that human rights commissions are exceeding their mandate 

when they try to restrict freedom of expression under the guise of 

defending human rights.

What’s discouraging is that in both cases it is government and 

government agencies that are proposing actions which would have the 

effect of restricting freedom of expression and of preventing artists, writ-

ers, journalists and even citizens from saying things or conveying ideas 

that some may fi nd discomforting or even objectionable. In a democracy 

such as Canada, government should be in the forefront of defending 

freedom of expression and not an active agent trying to constrain it.

On both these issues PEN Canada took strong stands. 

Appearing before the Senate Banking Committee in April, we called 

for the Senate to amend Bill C-10 by removing from the 500-page piece 

of income tax legislation the one clause that would give politicians and 

bureaucrats the right to retroactively deny tax credits to a Canadian-

made fi lm they deem contrary to public policy. That would send the bill 

back to the Commons for reconsideration. We will be pleased to appear 

at Commons committee hearings if the government should go against 

the overwhelming opposition expressed at the Senate and reintroduce 

the same provisions.

While much of the debate on this issue focused on government claims 

that tax dollars should not support gratuitous violence and sexually 

explicit material, PEN Canada’s presentation to the Senate stressed that 

the issue is much broader than that. We noted:

BY CHRISTOPHER WADDELL

NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE CHAIR
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The minister has said that guidelines will be drafted to administer this 

proposed rule, but guidelines are subject to change and revision at the 

whim of the politicians and bureaucrats who administer them. If this 

legislation passes, the door is wide open for a future government to deny 

tax credits to a wide variety of fi lms on vague and subjective grounds.

Among those subjects that could be deemed contrary to public 

policy would be: 

•  a documentary about the Maher Arar case that might reveal new 

information that the government has kept secret 

• a docudrama that is critical of Canadian Forces activities in Afghanistan

• a fi lm that advocates a carbon tax to deal with climate change

•  a fi lm or television series that suggests there is a secret plan to 

export water from Canada.

The legislation might also affect the production of dramas, works of pure 

fi ction — a fi lm that imagines or depicts the breakup of the country, or 

even fi lms that feature drug addiction and needle exchange programs.

It is not illegal to debate or depict any of these issues but they can or 

might all be viewed as contrary to public policy and presumably could 

be denied tax credits. 

If a future government uses the powers it gives itself under this 

proposed legislation, the result would be a signifi cant undermining of 

freedom of expression in Canada.

The determining factor in rejecting eligibility for tax credits should be 

violation of the provisions of the Criminal Code. Further, it should be the 

courts, not a minister or his or her delegates, that determine when a fi lm 

violates the Criminal Code.

PEN Canada also took a strong stand against recent complaints to 

human rights commissions in Alberta against journalist Ezra Levant and 

in Ontario against Maclean’s magazine and its writer Mark Steyn. 

While the advisability of Mr. Levant’s decision that the Western Stan-

dard should publish the Danish cartoons about the prophet Mohammed 

can be debated, no one in a free and democratic country such as Canada 

can seriously argue the magazine should not have the right to publish 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE REPORT
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them. That is equally true for Maclean’s magazine and the excerpt it 

published from Mark Steyn’s book which led to the complaint against 

that publication.

Neither complaint should ever have been accepted by a human 

rights commission.

To ensure there is no repetition of such attempts to constrain freedom 

of expression through the guise of human rights legislation, PEN Canada 

supported calls for removal of subsection 13(1) of the Canadian Human 

Rights Act which states that it is discriminatory when an individual 

or group says or writes anything that is “likely to expose a person or 

persons to hatred or contempt.” 

Similar wording in provincial human rights statutes should likewise 

be removed.

There are several crucial fl aws in this section. There is no need to 

prove that a person is exposed to hatred or contempt. There is also no 

sanction against frivolous complaints, yet the targets of those complaints 

must spend their own money defending themselves in most cases

against nothing more substantial than suppositions.

Both the Levant and Maclean’s cases suggest human rights com-

missions are exceeding their mandate in taking it upon themselves to 

become arbiters of what constitutes free speech.

PEN Canada believes provincial governments across the country need 

to make that clear both to their commissions and to Canadians.

As a fi nal note, with this report I complete my two terms as National 

Affairs Chair for PEN Canada. It has been a tremendous privilege to work 

with such a dedicated group of members and staff on issues of such 

overriding national importance. 

The extent to which the C-10 issue and the role of human rights com-

missions brought vocal responses from all across the country highlights 

the depth of support that exists across Canada for protection of freedom 

of expression. That is both an affi rmation of PEN Canada’s continuing de-

fence of freedom of expression and strong evidence that such an activist 

stance continues to be welcomed by a large and receptive audience.
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Last year I was happy to report that for the 
fi rst time in its history, PEN Canada had 
over a thousand members. Though the rate 
of growth has begun to level off after three 
years of climbing, this past year brought 
good harbingers, and we opened up several 
new avenues for increasing our membership 
signifi cantly in the next few years. At the time 
of writing, we project to have about 400 to 
450 people in the Free Expression Circle, 
an even higher number than last year, and a 
higher percentage of our members. And this 
year there were far more “over the transom” 
members joining than ever before. This 
suggests that the word is spreading farther, 
and that ever more people were inspired to 
visit our website or to take up membership 
during one of the PEN-sponsored events that 
were held around the country.

BY MICHAEL HELM

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE CHAIR

MEMBERSHIP 
COMMITTEE 
REPORT
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Among the newest areas of focus for raising PEN’s profi le and drawing 

possible members are (as odd as the grouping seems) the internet, 

colleges and universities, and parts of the country outside southwestern 

Ontario. There have been successes in all directions. This year we’ve 

made use of the internet not just to serve members but to fi nd new 

ones. Thanks to board member Lynn Coady, who helped create a PEN 

Canada page on Facebook, with a link to the thirty-second public 

service announcement fi lm made for PEN last year by Alliance Atlantis 

(if you haven’t seen it, and have a Facebook account, please take a 

look). At the moment we have about 650 “friends” on Facebook and, 

of course, the numbers tend to grow exponentially. We hope to see 

returns on the site over the next years, though the effects of raising 

our visibility aren’t always measurable; many people are infl uenced to 

support PEN after it’s become a part of their general surround. The 

online sites do their work for free, of course (this matters — as far back 

as our records go, we have not had a fee increase, and yet the cost of 

running the programs and offi ce has increased every year). But I would 

ask that members please direct their friends to our website, or to the 

Facebook page and the PSA. These resources can reach many potential 

members, including those who might not otherwise come across us. 

In our effort to draw more students to PEN, this year we made 

contact with students at the University of British Columbia, led by Matt 

Hayles, who set up a campus PEN club. The group held information 

and canvassing days each term, establishing what we hope will be an 

on-going presence on campus. Matt himself has become a resource, 

and will help advise Sakthi Kalaichandran, who is founding a new club 

next year at the University of Western Ontario. Any student members 

who want to get involved in these clubs, or who’d like to start new ones 

at other colleges or universities, should write to the PEN offi ce. We’ll 

send you guidelines and materials, and can put you in touch with local 

PEN members who’d like to help out in your city.

Especially of note, this year we’ve fi nally begun to increase our pres-

ence outside of southern Ontario. New board member Todd Babiak, 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE REPORT
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from Edmonton, has done great work in organizing events, such as the 

“Words Without Borders” tour, and helping to sustain the writer in exile 

position in the city. It’s no coincidence that many of the new members 

this year are from Alberta. Todd’s work points to the importance of 

events in bringing new people to PEN. The events needn’t be elaborate. 

The kinds of writers PEN helps defend — novelists, poets, journalists, 

songwriters — belong to no one region, and the cause of free speech 

is everyone’s, so I encourage members outside of Ontario to organize 

membership or fundraising events (readings, debates, on-stage discus-

sions, performances, screenings) with writers local or passing through. 

There are people across the country who want to help, but we need 

one person in each place to organize and oversee. If you’re that person, 

please contact the PEN offi ce and we’ll help you out.  

Again this year we’ve written targeted appeals to potential members, 

and have made person-to-person appeals at events around the country. 

Along with Togetherfundraisers, PEN helped sponsor an evening of 

readings and dance in Toronto for Project Hope, to raise money for a 

Palestinian youth and children’s education centre. We also canvassed 

for members at the opening screening of the fi lm Emotional Arithmetic, 

based on the Matt Cohen novel; Acta Victoriana; and at readings around 

the country. Thanks again to Lynn and the others who pitched PEN 

when I was unavailable to do so.

And thanks to everyone, in the offi ce, on the board, and across the 

country, who have helped with membership over the past three years. 

Though my term as Chair is up, I look forward to staying involved with 

PEN, working in the service of imagination — that of writers and readers 

(and viewers and listeners) — which is to say, in the freedom to imagine 

others, and so to re-imagine ourselves. The consequences of stifl ing this 

freedom can literally be killing. But the freedom can be re-established 

— see the faces of those PEN has helped, read their words — and the 

returns on these successes never end.
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Our Writers in Exile initiative remains one of 
the unique programs within PEN Canada and 
within the International PEN community.
Capitalizing on its past successes and from 
the lessons learned, the Writers in Exile 
Network has now been renamed the Writers 
in Exile Program. It is now among the 
three main programs of PEN Canada and 
complements the valuable work of the 
Writers in Prison Committee.

This initiative continues to focus on three core activities: placements 

and residencies with academic, arts, and civil institutions, interaction 

with larger communities through activities like the TAXI project, and 

the participation of exiled writers at public reading events.

The cornerstone of this program is the residency and placement 

activity that is partnered with and supported by institutions of learning. 

This year the partnering institutions included Massey College, the 

University of Saskatchewan, McMaster University, and George Brown 

College. We have received excellent feedback from the partners as 

well as the writers in exile on the reciprocal value created through these 

residencies. We also acknowledge the support of RBC Foundation 

towards our residencies’ initiatives.

BY MUNIR PERVAIZ

WRITERS IN EXILE COMMITTEE CHAIR

WRITERS IN EXILE 
COMMITTEE REPORT
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In order to instill higher integrity into the selection of deserving 

candidates to meet the requirements of the partners, we established 

an independent selection committee chaired by Mary Jo Leddy, with 

Anna Luengo and Nurjehan Aziz as members this year.

Ameera Javeria, Gordan Icevska, Petronila Cleto, Jalal Barzangi, and 

Fereshteh Molavi participated in full-time and part-time placements.

In order to provide reciprocal interaction between the community and 

writers in exile, we developed a unique initiative, the Taxi Project, with the 

support of Trillium Foundation. PEN Canada’s Josh Bloch manages this 

initiative under the supervision of our Executive Director.

The TAXI Project: Exploring Freedom of Expression Through the Arts 

is an initiative of PEN Canada and The Art for Real Change (ARC) Collec-

tive, engaging secondary schools and communities across Ontario in a 

creative exploration around themes of freedom of expression. The TAXI 

Project features an original play based on the lives and writings of four 

members of the Writers in Exile Program: Emma Beltrán, Martha Kuwee 

Kumsa, Goran Simic, and Sheng Xue. 

Development of the play was facilitated by dramaturge Erica Kopyto, 

director Weyni Mengesha, and writer Emma Beltrán. Through the stories 

of four characters, the play explores the forces that compel people to 

leave their home countries, the struggle to create a new life in Canada, 

and celebrates the community of brave individuals who speak out against 

injustice. In addition to the play, the project also includes readings by 

members of PEN Canada’s Writers in Exile Program, the screening of a 

new short fi lm commissioned by PEN Canada on youth and freedom of 

expression (dir. Min Sook Lee), and an interactive workshop. The TAXI Proj-

ect will be touring across southern Ontario in the summer and fall of 2008.

Several of our other writers in exile have participated during various 

phases of the TAXI Project and include Reza Baraheni, Tahir Gora, Genc 

Tirana, Benjamín Santamaría Ochoa, Qasim Farah, Amatoritsero Ede, 

Abel Gebreyesus, Alvaro Gomez, Kaziwa Saleh and Lutfor Riton. The 

project was supported by local artists including Rozina Kazi, Idil Mussa 

and Waleed Abdulhamid Kush. 
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Our writers in exile participated at various events throughout the year 

including Our Song Marches On: Bread and Roses, RU Studio Fundraiser, 

the screening of A Mighty Heart, An Evening with Ariel Dorfman, Eden 

Mills Writers Festival, Word on the Street, We Lived To Tell, Thorncliffe 

Community Centre’s Chill Out, Acta Victoriana, Freedom to Read — 

Writers Under Siege, reading at the opening performance of a nanking 

winter, Global Importune, numerous school presentations, and our cross-

country tour for freedom of expression — “Words Without Borders” in 

Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver.

PEN Canada’s Writers in Exile Program has focused on assuring that 

as many exiled writers as possible participate in these events. During the 

current year, the writers have included, Reza Baraheni, Emma Beltrán, 

Petronila Cleto, Jackleen Hanna, Fereshteh Molavi, Abel Gebreyesus, Tahir 

Gora, Genc Tirana, Sheng Xue, Benjamín Santamaría Ochoa, Luis Matta, 

Benedicta Madawo, Kaziwa Saleh, Saghi Gharaman, Faruk Myrtaj, Mehri 

Yelfani, Fereshteh Molavi, Andrea Hila, Alvaro Gomez and Jalal Barzanji.

The Writers in Exile Committee acknowledges the hard work and 

dedication of PEN Canada Executive Director Isobel Harry, and our 

Events and Outreach Coordinator Josh Bloch. We also thank Marian 

Botsford Fraser and Aleksandra Bida for their commitment.

In view of the limited resources and demands of the program, we 

continue to review the program to assure full participation and integrity, 

as well as optimizing our rules of selection of members to the Writers in 

Exile List. We are also forming an independent selection committee to 

review all membership applications.

Members of the Writers in Exile Committee include Karen Connelly, 

Fraser Sutherland, Senthil Senthil, Todd Babiak and Munir Pervaiz, Chair.
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It’s been a successful year for PEN Canada 
outreach. We now have PEN point-people 
(aka spies) in Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, 
Calgary and Saskatoon, prepared to show up 
at literary events with application brochures 
in hand. They’re also ready to deliver short 
but rousing speeches on behalf of PEN and 
freedom of expression.

The goal of the Outreach Committee is, basically, to expand the reach 

and profi le of PEN Canada outside of Southern Ontario, into the rest of 

the country. We’re looking at students, journalists, readers and writers 

in every city and region in Canada — which is, obviously, challenging.

In Alberta, one of the most successful ways to get the word out has 

been through the Edmonton PEN Writer in Exile position.

Jalal Barzanji, an Iraqi Kurd, was tortured and imprisoned for his 

work as a poet and editor. With help from International PEN, he arrived 

in Canada as a refugee in 1998 with his family, speaking no English and 

completely cut off from his former life as a writer. Today, he is working 

on his prison memoir in Edmonton’s downtown library and speaking 

as often as three times a week to schools and universities, business 

audiences and other writers.

BY TODD BABIAK

CHAIR OF CROSS-CANADA OUTREACH

CROSS-CANADA
OUTREACH REPORT
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Unlike other programs, the one in Edmonton is a partnership between a 

number of city institutions — the University of Alberta Faculty of Arts, 

the Edmonton Community Foundation, the Edmonton Public Library, 

the Writers’ Guild of Alberta, the Edmonton Arts Council, the Edmon-

ton International Literary Festival, the Canadian Literature Centre and 

Athabasca University — with further funding from the Canada Council 

for the Arts. The steering committee is broad and committed, and Jalal 

has remained an important and very public part of the city’s writing 

community. It’s a model that will work for other cities, and hopefully we 

can explore that in the coming years.

A number of other immigrant and refugee writers have emerged, 

emboldened by Jalal’s example. Edmonton writer and editor Linda 

Goyette is publishing a collection of local immigrant writers, The Story 

That Brought Me Here, with proceeds going to the PEN Writer in Exile 

program, and a group of Alberta writers is hosting a symposium in the 

fall for writers who work in languages other than English.

In the spring, “Words Without Borders,” PEN Canada’s literary tour 

for freedom of expression, came through Edmonton, Calgary, and 

Vancouver. The events, and PEN Canada, received plenty of media 

coverage in each of the three cities and enthusiastic crowds.

David Cheoros at Litfest in Edmonton, Anne Green at Wordfest in 

Calgary, and Hal Wake from the Vancouver International Writers Festival 

were extremely helpful. Josh Bloch, from the PEN centre in Toronto, did 

a brilliant job handling three events with a constantly changing line-up 

of readers. The fi nal line-up included Sheng Xue, Jalal Barzanji, David 

Albahari, Rita Espeschit and Hadani Ditmars.

The Edmonton Writer in Exile Committee is also setting up a website 

that will be an active local portal for immigrant and refugee writers, 

issues of freedom of expression, and PEN Canada. Of course, this will 

be linked with other PEN-related websites in the country.

We’re still looking for spies in other Canadian cities; please contact 

me if you’re interested at toddbabiak@shaw.ca.
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BY MARIAN BOTSFORD FRASER

PROGRAM ASSOCIATE

Since December 2007, PEN Canada has 
worked with the Independent Chinese 
PEN Center (ICPC) and American PEN on 
Countdown to the Olympics, a campaign 
highlighting the cases of writers imprisoned 
in China for expressing their opinions on 
human rights issues. (The number fl uctuates, 
but hovers at around 40.) Our main contact 
at the ICPC, entirely by email, is the center’s 
secretary-general, Dr. Yu Zhang.

THE CHINA CAMPAIGN: 
COUNTDOWN 
TO THE OLYMPICS
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Dr. Yu Zhang is a Chinese citizen, a research scientist with permanent 

residence in Sweden. After the 1989 Beijing Massacre he founded a 

human rights association of Chinese students and subsequently the 

magazines Nordic Chinese and Tong Xun. In 2002 he joined the ICPC 

where he is currently secretary-general (executive director). The ICPC’s 

members are based both inside China and elsewhere around the world.

What follows are edited extracts from Zhang’s many emails. Inde-

fatigable is too small a word to describe his resilience, his attention to 

detail, his persistence, his compassion. What is suppressed is his own 

frustration and his anger at the harassment of his own family still 

living in mainland China. But he never stops providing fi rst-hand news, 

correcting tiny errors of fact and fearlessly adding his voice to the 

campaign news releases that are now part of the public record of 

the ongoing tragedy of the suppression of human rights in China. 

What the campaign reveals, thanks to the precision of Zhang, is 

the vast, intricate nature of the suppression of human rights — visits 

to mothers and wives, interference with personal cellphones and 

computers, mistreatment of prisoners everywhere in China, and the 

niggling, widespread surveillance and harassment, almost always on 

the charge of “inciting subversion of state power.” 

Dec. 19: [in answer to a question about his whereabouts for a confer-

ence call] I have been denied entry to Mainland China since February 

2007. I have written to China’s leadership several times but got no reply 

at all. According to my sister who was contacted by the police twice, 

in May and in September, the State (the word used by the police) did 

not like my role as ICPC’s secretary-general and included me in a list 

of less than 100 overseas Chinese not allowed to enter China Mainland. 

They promised I could get back the freedom to enter and exit if I would 

quit from ICPC. 

I believe that I am still allowed to enter Hong Kong…But I am not 

sure if the telephone lines are safe there. 
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Jan. 14: The lawyer and family of Yang Tongyan have reported that he 

has been beaten occasionally at Meizhou Prison, Meizhou City, Guang-

dong Province. His situation has been getting worse as he has staged a 

hunger strike. We have tried to get his family to advise him to stop the 

strike but are not sure of the result. Very sad.

Jan. 23: [update on several writers serving 8-10 year sentences] Yang 

Zhili: Since May 2007 he started feeling sick, often falling in faint, or hav-

ing dusky eyes, a tingling tongue, palpitating heart, shivering body, and 

even having urine incontinence…He has not got any medical care yet. 

Zhang Honghai: suffering from prolapse of anus and since imprison-

ment also from vitiligo, getting worse due to the serious imbalance of 

endocrines. He has often been beaten and shut into isolation cell due 

to his arguments with the guards. 

Xu Wei: being denied to get enough food, tortured, shut into isola-

tion cell due to his persistent arguments against the conviction, and so 

having hunger striking several times. He has been considered to have 

suffered from mental problem.

Sorry for only sad news, Zhang.

March 7: Something has happened to Dr. Teng Biao. He has disappeared 

for more 25 hours. According to his wife, Dr. Teng was seen being 

kidnapped by several persons from his car into another car in front of 

his residence building about at 20:40 (Beijing time). Near midnight, his 

wife got a short message from his mobile saying that he had something 

to deal with so to be home very late. Since then he has been out of 

communication…[This] is a bad sign also to Hu Jia’s case.

Later on March 7: Another bad news is that Hu Jia’s case has been 

submitted to the prosecution. The police told his wife that Hu Jia would 

possibly get a sentence of 5 years in jail because he was attacking the 

government both in his online articles and media interviews. The prose-

cutor told his lawyer that the case would be presented to the court soon. 

This development may likely be linked to the disappearance of Teng Biao.

THE CHINA CAMPAIGN
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March 8: Dr. Teng Biao is released. It was the stupid dirty work by the 

police from the Beijing Public Security Bureau. It was because of his 

recent publications on human rights issues and he was warned not to 

do so any more. He was also warned not to say what has happened and 

so I did not ask him much. His many thanks to all of you!

March 17: [for joint news release after Tibet uprising] “This is reminding 

us about what happened 19 years ago in June, both in Lhasa in March 

and in Beijing in June,” recalled Dr. Yu Zhang, secretary-general of Inde-

pendent Chinese PEN Center. “As the truth of the bloody Lhasa event 

in 1989 was little known beyond the region due to the governmental 

restrictions on press, Chinese people could prepare nothing to prevent 

similar bloodshed from being reproduced in Beijing and elsewhere in 

China a few months later. It is unforgivable to allow history to repeat 

itself when the whole world is watching Beijing for its promise of the 

press freedom and openness once more, 19 years later.”

March 18: [Hu Jia tried] According to his lawyer, the verdict will be 

given in a week. Dr. Teng Biao, who had applied to attend the court 

hearing, was taken away by the police around 8:00 and held until 14:30, 

after the hearing was fi nished. Five other lawyers were also detained 

and ill-treated in a police station for about 6 hours…Situation in China 

appears to be getting worse even in Beijing. Very sad.

April 3: [Hu Jia sentenced] The [offi cial] Xinhua News Agency is very 

fast to report this verdict. It is obviously served as a warning to silence 

the different voices before the Olympics…It is likely to make impossible 

the suspension of his sentence… However, there should be more chances 

to push hard for the medical parole [he suffers from liver sickness] if 

the international pressure on this case is high.

THE CHINA CAMPAIGN
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April 30: [Yu Zhang himself denied entry to Hong Kong] They have 

never given any specifi c reason except for a formal notice of refusal. 

But the chief offi cer admitted that I did not make any bad record when 

I had been in Hong Kong before…So such a decision could only be 

based on a recommendation from another place where I had a similar 

trouble. China mainland is the only one. When I told him, “I understand 

that you must follow your decision and order, but we can still discuss 

a compromise for how and when to carry it out,” he was excited: “As I 

said before, you are a person of understanding. Now you have just got 

the point. It is an order. So we cannot change but obey it.” I took this 

as a hint that it must be an order from above, beyond his authority, and 

even the Hong Kong government’s, to do anything… 

Many thanks to all of you. I am back at home savefully. Attached 

is my modifi ed version of press release. Please check and polish my 

addition, Zhang.
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One of the most compelling and dramatic 
components of the Countdown to the 
Olympics has been the PEN Poem Relay, 
an interactive web-based initiative that took 
one poem, written by an imprisoned 
PEN member, and made of it a torch to 
freedom of expression.

The poem, June, was written by Shi Tao, the Chinese journalist, poet 

and PEN member who was famously jailed for “revealing state secrets 

abroad” because of email communications, his identity having been 

provided to Chinese authorities by the Hong Kong branch of Yahoo!. 

(Read more about this case on page 46 of this report.) Shi Tao wrote 

the poem “June,” a meditation on the 1989 protests and massacre, less 

than two months after he sent that fateful email — on June 9, 2004. 

Since March 24, when its journey began in Shi Tao’s home city of 

Taiyuan, Shanxi, China, the poem has been travelling the world, virtually, 

on the web, being translated, read and listened to in almost 100 

languages. PEN Canada had the poem translated into Cree by the 

writer and performer William Merasty.

To follow its progress, go to www.penpoemrelay.org

PEN POEM
RELAY
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OOPINA’OO PEESIM
BY SHI TAO

TRANSLATED INTO CREE BY WILLIAM MERASTY

Kakitho Nipimimat’soowin

Namootha tamayaskum “Oopina’oo Peesim”

Oopina’oo Peesim, igoospeek niti Kakee’nipay pathik

Igoospeek nimasinaygeewin Kakee’nipaypathik

Igoospeek ana Kageesagee’eet

Kakee’nipay pathik ita Kakeemooskaneepathik sageetoowin’meegoo

Oopina’oo Peesim, awa Kwayes Kakeesoot peesim paskeeteepawee’oo nisageeya

Eewapatathigooyak isi tapwe Kie’eesimoosooweeyan

Oopina’oo Peesim, awa kinoosee’oo wathawee’oo’ pattaga’oo oosam 

misti’siegayguneek

Oopimee itooteet peetoos ita tantaynipat

Oopina’oo Peesim, ooma aski waskaweepathin, oo’oosipeeya pooni’

peetaywano Kwayesmeecheet masinaygeeweena mista’steewa iga 

igischaamaachik aneeyi Kakeenagataskeechik.

JUNE
BY SHI TAO

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY CHIP ROLLEY

My whole life 

Will never get past “June”  

June, when my heart died  

When my poetry died  

When my lover  

Died in romance’s pool of blood  

June, the scorching sun burns open my skin 

Revealing the true nature of my wound  

June, the fi sh swims out of the blood-red sea 

Toward another place to hibernate  

June, the earth shifts, the rivers fall silent  

Piled up letters unable to be delivered to the dead
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CANADA

Zahra Kazemi, a Canadian photojour-

nalist of Iranian descent, was murdered 

in Tehran in July 2003 after being im-

prisoned and tortured for taking pho-

tographs outside Evin prison. Kazemi’s 

body was buried in Shiraz, southern 

Iran, on July 22, 2003, contrary to the 

wishes of her son, Stéphane Hachemi. 

Calls for the body to be exhumed and 

repatriated to Canada have fallen on 

deaf ears. To date, no one in Iran has 

been brought to justice for Kazemi’s 

murder. A show trial in 2004 resulted 

in the acquittal of an Iranian security 

agent. The government of Iran also 

publicly stated that her death was an 

accident, despite overwhelming evi-

dence that the journalist was severely 

tortured and even sexually assaulted 

while in custody.

CHINA & AUTONOMOUS REGIONS

Uighur writer Nuremuhamet Yasin is 

serving a prison term of 10 years for 

the publication of a single short story. 

“Wild Pigeon” is a fi rst-person narra-

tive of a young pigeon trapped and 

caged by humans when he ventures 

out to search for a new home for his 

fl ock. In the end, he commits suicide 

by swallowing a poisonous strawberry 

rather than sacrifi ce his freedom (the 

writer’s own father committed suicide 

under similar conditions years earlier). 

The story is interpreted by the Chinese 

authorities to be a veiled criticism of 

their government in the northwestern 

Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. 

Yasin was arrested in the city of Kash-

gar on November 29, 2004; his com-

puter, containing an estimated 1,600 

poems, commentaries, stories and an 

unfi nished novel, was confi scated. 

After a closed trial on February 2, 

2005 in which he was not permitted 

a lawyer, Yasin was sentenced to ten 

years in prison for “inciting Uighur 

separatism.” His sentence was upheld 

on appeal. On May 19, 2005, he was 

transferred to No. 1 Jail in the region’s 

capital, Urumqi, where he remains 

and is permitted no visitors. Korash 

Huseyin, chief editor of the Kashgar 

Literature Journal, was sentenced 

to three years’ detention after “Wild 

Pigeon” was published in the November 

2004 issue of the journal. All 2,000 

copies of the issue in which the story 

was published were recalled by the 

Chinese authorities.

A lecturer at Beijing Language Institute 

(now Beijing Language and Culture 

University), Hu Shigen was detained 

on May 27, 1992, and held illegally for 

four months before being formally ar-

rested and charged. The reason for his 

arrest was his founding of the Liberal 

Democratic Party of China (LDPC) and 

Free Labour Union of China, for drafting 

documents for the LDPC, including a 

“Statement on the Question of Human 

Rights in China,” and for writing articles 

commemorating the victims of the 

Tiananmen Square massacre. Hu was 

charged with organising and leading a 

counter-revolutionary group and with 

counter-revolutionary propaganda. He 

was sentenced on December 16, 1994, at 

the Hohhot Intermediate People’s Court, 

Inner Mongolia, to 20 years’ imprison-

ment and fi ve years’ deprivation of 

political rights. He is held at Beijing No. 2 

Prison, Chaoyang District, 100023. Hu is 

said to have been tortured in prison and 

suffering from poor health.
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Yang Tongyan (pen name Yang 

Tianshui) is a freelance writer, former 

teacher and offi ce worker, and member 

of Independent Chinese PEN Centre 

(ICPC). He was detained on December 

25, 2004 and a second time on Decem-

ber 23, 2005. The cause of his arrest 

were his Internet writings and publish-

ing dissident articles, in addition to par-

ticipating in unlawful activities against 

the state. Yang was ultimately charged 

with subversion of state power and 

sentenced on May 16, 2006 to twelve 

years in prison and four years’ depriva-

tion of political rights. He is held at the 

Detention Centre of the Public Security 

Bureau of Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu.

In 1992 Hada was one of the founders of 

the Southern Mongolian Democratic Alli-

ance (SMDA) for the peaceful promotion 

of human rights and Mongolian culture. 

The Chinese authorities reportedly 

viewed the SMDA as a threat to “national 

unity.” Hada and the SMDA published 

an underground journal, The Voice of 

Southern Mongolia, and he also fi nished 

a book, The Way Out for the Southern 

Mongols. In October 1989 Hada opened 

the Mongolian Academic Bookstore in 

Hohhot. The bookstore was closed down 

immediately after his arrest in 1995, and 

all its books, research papers and other 

properties were confi scated as criminal 

utilities and evidence. Hada is impris-

oned in the 4th Prison of Inner Mongolia, 

in the city of Chi Feng (Ulaan-Hada). He 

is reportedly prohibited from talking to 

other inmates, allowed only limited con-

tact with his family and denied proper 

medical care.

Tohti Tunyaz (Muzart) is an ethnic 

Uighur historian and writer from the 

Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, 

China. On March 10, 1999, he was 

sentenced to eleven years’ imprison-

ment and two years’ deprivation of 

political rights. Tunyaz had reportedly 

been watched by security police for 

some time prior to his arrest and is 

said to have been arrested with alleg-

edly sensitive material. Some reports 

claim that the content of this material 

was on ethnic relations published for 

classifi ed circles only; others that it 

was material published for the general 

public. Tunyaz is said to have been 

formally charged with “inciting national 

disunity” and “stealing state secrets 

for foreign persons,” charges that were 

amended by the High People’s Court 

of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous 

Region. He has a wife and children in 

Japan. One son was able to visit him in 

prison in 2002.

Offi cials from the Changsha security 

bureau detained journalist, poet and 

dissident writer Shi Tao near his home 

on November 24, 2004. This came 

several months after he e-mailed notes 

detailing the propaganda ministry’s in-

structions to the media about coverage 

of the anniversary of the crackdown at 

Tiananmen Square. On December 14 

authorities issued a formal arrest order, 

charging Shi with “leaking state secrets.” 

On April 27, 2005, the Changsha 

Intermediate People’s Court found Shi 

guilty and sentenced him to a 10-year 

prison term. The court verdict reveals 

that Yahoo! Holdings (Hong Kong) Ltd 
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provided Chinese police with detailed 

information that enabled them to link 

Shi’s personal email account and the 

specifi c message containing the al-

leged “state secret” to the IP address 

of his computer. Shi Tao is a member of 

the Independent Chinese PEN Centre. 

In late December 2005 it was reported 

that Shi Tao was suffering from respira-

tory problems and skin infl ammation 

as a result of forced labour.

Zheng Yichun, a Professor of English, 

was arrested by the security ser-

vices in Yinkou, Liaoning Province, on 

December 3, 2004, and charged with 

“suspicion of inciting subversion of 

state power.” The Prosecutor’s Offi ce 

cited 63 of Zheng’s articles as evidence 

for the charges against him. They were 

among 300 articles that the police 

confi scated from his home. Zheng, a 

prolifi c Internet writer and poet, has 

published several books on a number 

of topics, including political reform, 

increased capitalism in China and an 

end to the practice of imprisoning 

writers. Zheng’s trial on April 26, 2005, 

lasted less than three hours. On July 21, 

2005 Zheng was convicted of “incite-

ment to subversion of state power” 

for his critical writings, many of which 

were posted on-line on overseas web- 

sites. He was sentenced to seven years 

in prison on September 20 by the 

Yingkou Intermediate People’s Court, 

Liaoning Province. Zhen is being held 

in the No. 1 Prison in Panjin City, Liaon-

ing Province. His health has reportedly 

already taken a turn for the worse 

since his arrest.

Li Zhi is an Internet writer and fi nan-

cial offi cial in the Dazhou municipal 

government, Sichuan Province. He was 

arrested on August 8, 2003 by Sichuan 

Province State Security Police after 

posting an essay on an overseas web-

site that accused Sichuan offi cials of 

corruption. Police seized his computer. 

Li was offi cially charged on Septem-

ber 3 with “conspiracy to subvert 

state power” for having contact with 

foreign-based dissidents. The Dazhou 

Intermediate People’s Court sen tenced 

Li to eight years in prison on December 

11. Evidence was supplied by Yahoo! 

which passed on his user information to 

authorities. Li is imprisoned in Sichuan 

Province and is said to be suffering 

from a worsening Hepatitis B condition.

ERITREA

Yusup Mohamed Ali, Mattewos 

Habteab, Dawit Habtemichael, Med-

hanie Haile, Emanuel Asrat, Temesken 

Ghebreyesus, Dawit Isaac, Fesshaye 

Yohannes and Said Abdelkader were 

arrested in the days following Sep-

tember 23, 2001. They have yet to be 

sentenced. The detentions came in the 

wake of the closing down of all eight 

independent newspapers by the au-

thorities on September 18, 2001 (these 

include the weeklies Meqaleh, Setit, 

Tsigenay, Zemen, Wintana and Admas). 

The authorities have alternately denied 

that a clampdown took place claiming 

that the journalists have merely been 

sent to carry out their national service, 

that the closures and mass arrests 

were necessary for the sake of national 
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unity, or that they were effected on 

account of the newspapers’ failure 

to comply with laws covering media 

licenses. However, the more likely 

explanation is that the crackdown was 

an attempt to stamp out criticism of 

the Eritrean government’s treatment 

of students and political dissenters as 

well as the war against Ethiopia.

IRAN

Iranian intelligence services abducted 

journalist and fi lm critic Siamak 

Pourzand on November 24, 2001. On 

March 6, 2002 Iranian judicial authori-

ties started closed and unannounced 

proceedings against Pourzand. He was 

sentenced to eleven years in prison on 

April 13, 2002, on charges of “under-

mining state security through his links 

with monarchists and counterrevolu-

tionaries.” It is widely believed that the 

charges against him are based on 

“confessions” that have been exacted 

under duress. Pourzand was re-arrested 

on March 30, 2003, after being con-

ditionally released in December 2002. 

The targeting of Pourzand is thought 

to be connected to his position as 

manager of the Majmue-ye Farrhangi-ye 

Honari-ye Tehran, a cultural centre for 

writers, artists and intellectuals, or to 

his articles critical of the Islamic regime. 

As of April 2005 Pourzand has been on 

conditional medical leave from prison. 

Every two months he is required to 

submit to the medical offi ce at Evin for 

a medical report on his condition.

BURMA/MYANMAR

The writer and leader of the National 

League for Democracy (NLD) was 

taken into “protective custody” follow-

ing violent clashes between opposi-

tion and pro-government supporters 

on May 30, 2003. Aung San Suu Kyi 

sustained non-life threatening injuries 

during the demonstration and has 

been under house arrest at her home 

in Rangoon/Yangon since then. Most 

of the NLD’s offi ces have been shut 

down and the government has ordered 

the indefi nite closure of the country’s 

universities and colleges. Aung San 

Suu Kyi was held under de facto house 

arrest for six years from July 1989 to 

July 1995, and again from September 

2000 to May 2002. Suu Kyi was 

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 

October 1991.

Student activist and writer Ko Aung 

Tun was arrested in February 1998 and 

reportedly sentenced in March 1998 

to 13 years’ imprisonment for writing 

a book on the history of the student 

movement in Myanmar. According to 

the offi cial reports, Ko Aung Tun was 

charged under the 1962 Printers and 

Publishers Registration Act, the Unlaw-

ful Association Act and the Emergency 

Provisions Act. At a March 1, 1998 press 

conference the State Peace and Devel-

opment Council (SPDC) claimed that 

Aung Tun was arrested for “collaborat-

ing with terrorist groups.” Ko Aung Tun 

is detained at Insein Prison.
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Win Tin, the prominent journalist, writer 

and Central Executive Committee 

member of the National League for 

Democracy (NLD) was arrested on July 

4, 1989, during a nation-wide crack-

down by the authorities on the opposi-

tion. Win Tin, now aged 78, was publicly 

accused of guiding and infl uencing 

Aung San Suu Kyi. He was also accused 

of being a “leftist” politician who urged 

the NLD to adopt a civil disobedience 

campaign against martial law, quoting 

the works of philosopher Henry David 

Thoreau and the example of Mahatma 

Gandhi. Despite the political allegations 

against him, he was formally charged 

with a criminal offence and sentenced 

to three years’ hard labour in October 

1989. In June 1992, just a few months 

before completion of his three-year 

sentence, Win Tin was sentenced to an 

additional 10 years’ imprisonment under 

Section 5(j) of the 1950 Emergency 

Provisions Act. Win Tin’s third prison 

sentence was imposed on March 28, 

1996, bringing the total years of incar-

ceration to 20. Since the start of 2006, 

he has no longer been able to receive 

visits from the International Commit-

tee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Win Tin is 

entitled to a twice-monthly visit from 

a relative for 20 to 25 minutes.

RUSSIA

Anna Politkovskaya was found shot 

dead in the elevator of her Moscow 

apartment building on October 7, 

2006. A journalist who covered the war 

in Chechnya, Politkovskaya had been 

receiving threats since 1999 after she 

wrote articles claiming that the Russian 

armed forces had committed human 

rights abuses in Chechnya. Despite 

these threats she continued to write 

and in 2003 published A Dirty War: A 

Russian Reporter in Chechnya, followed 

by other books. In 2002 Politkovskaya 

was one of the few outsiders allowed 

into the Moscow theatre in an attempt 

to negotiate with Chechen rebels the 

release of hundreds of hostages. In 

2004 she fell seriously ill as she at-

tempted to fl y to Beslan to cover the 

hostage crisis there, leading to specu-

lation that she had been deliberately 

poisoned to stop her from reporting 

on the crisis. A murder investigation 

is now under way. Vitaly Yaroshevsky, 

deputy editor of the newspaper 

Novaya Gazeta for which Politkovskaya 

worked is certain that her murder is 

linked to her work, a view shared by 

Russian human rights observers. The 

Moscow deputy prosecutor has also 

told the press of that the possible link 

between her death and her journalism 

will be investigated.

TURKEY

Asiye Güzel Zeybek was arrested in 

February 1997 during a demonstration 

protesting alleged links between Mafi a 

groups and the government. Zeybek, 

the editor-in-chief of Atilim, a radical 

newspaper, and was accused under Ar-

ticle 168 of the Penal Code of connec-

tions with the now-banned Marxist-Le-

ninist Communist Party and specifi cally 

of running and distributing the MLCP 

journal Isçinin Yolu (Worker’s Path). 
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The initial trial proceedings against 

Zeybek were commenced in February 

2001, four years after her arrest. A se-

ries of hearings were since held. At the 

conclusion of a lengthy trial, Zeybek 

was released on June 5, 2002, after 

spending fi ve years and four months in 

prison. On October 16, 2002, Zeybek 

was sentenced to a heavy sentence of 

12 and a half years’ imprisonment for 

belonging to the MLCP. She currently 

lives in Sweden.

Ragip Zarakolu’s staunch belief in 

freedom of expression, his vocal cam-

paign against book bannings and his 

persistence in publishing works that 

violate Turkey’s repressive censorship 

laws have resulted in a series of indict-

ments dating back to the early 1970s. 

The Belge Publishing House, which 

Zarakolu owns, has operated under a 

barrage of charges brought by Turk-

ish authorities. He is currently on trial 

for an article published in the journal 

Ozgur Politka on March 8, 2003. The 

article was entitled “Sana Ne” (“Of 

No Interest”) and its lambasting of 

what Zarakolu describes as Turkey’s 

“aggressive and derogatory language 

used against the Kurdish region in Iraq” 

has seen the publisher once again fall 

foul of Article 312. Convictions under 

Article 312 carry sentences of between 

six months and two years.

TURKMENISTAN

Rakhim Esenov, a respected novelist, 

historian and freelance correspondent 

for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty 

(RFE/RL), remains under investiga-

tion in Turkmenistan on the charge of 

“inciting social, national and religious 

hatred using the mass media” with 

his novel Ventsenosny Skitalets (The 

Crowned Wanderer). If convicted, he 

faces up to four years’ imprisonment. 

Esenov, now 80, was questioned by 

members of the Turkmen Ministry 

of National Security (MNB) upon his 

return to Turkmenistan on February 

23, 2004, following medical treatment 

abroad. Already in poor health follow-

ing a heart attack only two days prior 

to his arrest, Esenov suffered a stroke 

during interrogation and was taken 

to hospital. Esenov was initially ac-

cused of smuggling 800 copies of his 

banned novel — which had been seized 

by customs offi cials in January 2004 

— into Turkmenistan from Russia. He 

was released on March 9, 2004, after 

submitting a written undertaking to 

remain in Turkmenistan. However, the 

charges against him were not dropped, 

and the results of an investigation are 

still pending. 

UZBEKISTAN

Muhammad Bekzhon was deported 

from Ukraine in March 1999 on ac-

cusations of involvement in a series of 

explosions in Tashkent. Several others 

were arrested in connection with these 

events, including writer Mamadali 

Makhmudov. It is thought that Bek-

zhon’s arrest is linked to his associa-

tion with the exiled opposition leader 

Muhammad Salih (his brother) and that 

the charges are linked to his work on 
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Erk, the opposition party’s newspaper, 

although it has been banned since 

1994. Bekzhon was sentenced to 15 

years in prison in March 1999. His 

sentence is set to expire in March 2014. 

He is held in Kagan Prison in Bukhara. 

There are concerns that Bekzhon has 

been tortured.

Journalist and opposition politician 

Yusif Ruzimuradov was deported from 

Ukraine in March 1999 on accusation of 

involvement in a series of explosions in 

Tashkent. Several others were arrested 

in connection with these events. It is 

thought that Ruzimuradov’s arrest is 

linked to his association with the exiled 

opposition leader Muhammed Salih 

and that the charges are linked to his 

work as editor-in-chief of Erk, although 

the opposition party’s publication has 

been banned since 1994. Some of the 

defendants testifi ed to having been 

tortured under interrogation including 

beatings, electric shock and threat of 

rape of female family members. Ruzi-

muradov was sentenced to eight years 

in prison in March 1999 on charges of 

attempting to “overturn the govern-

ment by force,” “membership of an 

illegal organization” and “slander” of 

the Uzbek President. 

Mamadali Makhmudov is a well-known 

poet in Uzbekistan. He was taken into 

custody in February 1999 and taken to 

an unknown location. He “reappeared” 

in May and was charged with threaten-

ing the president and constitutional or-

der. These charges appear to be based 

on the evidence that he possessed 

copies of the banned Erk newspaper, 

voice of the banned Erk political party, 

and because of his association with 

writer, Muhammad Salih, Erk’s exiled 

leader. Makhmudov was sentenced 

to 14 years in prison. Makhmudov 

received a Hellman/Hammett grant in 

2000, given to recognize the courage 

of writers around the world who have 

been targets of political persecution 

and are in fi nancial need.

VIETNAM

Le Dinh Nhan, the Acting Head of the 

Institute for the Propagation of the 

Dharma, Unifi ed Buddhist Church of 

Vietnam (UBCV), was arrested on 

December 29, 1994, for publishing an 

open letter criticizing government pol-

icy on freedom of speech and religious 

expression. He was held under “temple 

arrest” until around mid-1995, when he 

was transferred to an isolated area in 

Quangai. Since 2003 he has been at 

Nguyen Thieu Monastery, Binh Fonh 

Province, held incommunicado with 

security guards reportedly permanently 

stationed at the gates. Le Dinh Nhan 

has been the author of renowned books 

on Buddhism and Oriental philosophy 

for the last thirty years. He is said to 

be one of the most respected religious 

leaders of Vietnamese Buddhists.
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CHINA & TIBET 
AUTONOMOUS REGION

Ngawang Phulchung, a senior monk 

in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa and an 

Honorary Member of PEN Canada, 

was released on October 29, 2007, six 

months before his sentence was due to 

expire. Phulchung was one of the leaders 

of the “Group of 10,” or Drepung printing 

group, a publishing collective formed 

after peaceful demonstrations were vio-

lently suppressed by Chinese authorities 

in September 1987. Their publications 

included a Tibetan translation of the Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights, and 

“The Meaning of the Precious Demo-

cratic Constitution of Tibet,” a manifesto 

calling for a democratic system based 

on Buddhist tradition. Phulchung is 

currently with his family, but is in poor 

health due to the torture and inhumane 

treatment he suffered in prison.

IRAN

Writer, translator and barrister Nasser 

Zarafshan was released on March 17, 

2007. It is believed that international 

pressure contributed to his release. 

Zarafshan was arrested in October 

2000 after giving a speech in which 

he stated that the intelligence services 

had murdered fi ve Iranian intellectu-

als in 1998 in Tehran. He was initially 

charged with publishing information 

about the assassinations, imprisoned 

in December 2000, and released 

after one month, pending trial. While 

in detention, Zarafshan’s offi ce was 

reportedly searched, and weapons and 

alcohol were allegedly found. Zaraf-

shan was sentenced on March 19, 2002, 

to fi ve years’ imprisonment (2 years 

for disseminating state secrets, 3 years 

for the possession of fi rearms) and 70 

lashes for the possession of alcohol. 

Zarafshan denied the fi rearms and al-

cohol charges and claimed these were 

planted in his offi ce by the authorities.

VIETNAM

Writer Nguyen Vu Binh was released 

from prison June 9, 2007 under am-

nesty following international pressure. 

A leading member of the Democracy 

Club for Vietnam, he was arrested on 

September 25, 2002 and sentenced 

by the Hanoi People’s Court to seven 

years’ imprisonment, to be followed by 

three years’ house arrest, on charges 

of espionage in a three-hour trial on 

December 31, 2003. Following the 

proceedings, the offi cial Vietnam news 

agency reported that he had been 

convicted of having “written and ex-

changed, with various opportunist ele-

ments in the country, information and 

materials that distorted the party and 

state policies.” He was also accused 

of communicating with “reactionary” 

organisations abroad. His sentence 

was upheld on appeal on May 5, 2004. 

He was held at Ba Sao forced labour 

camp, in Nam Hà province, in very 

poor conditions and denied adequate 

medical care or nutrition. The 39-year 

old writer was targeted for the online 

publication of one of his critical essays, 

“Some Thoughts on the China-Vietnam 

Border Agreement.” Nguyen Vu Binh 

is a former journalist who worked for 

10 years for Tap Chi Cong (Journal of 

Communism), the offi cial publication 

of the Communist Party of Vietnam. 

He left his post in January 2001 to form 

the independent Liberal Democratic 

Party and is known for his critical writ-

ings calling for political reform.
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HONORARY PATRON

John Ralston Saul

SUSTAINING PATRONS 
($5,000 or more)

Alliance Atlantis Inc.

BMO Financial Group

Margaret Atwood

George & Martha Butterfi eld

Canada NewsWire

Janne M. Duncan, Macleod  

 Dixon LLP

Ecentricarts

Empire Company Limited

Arthur Gelgoot & Associates 

The Globe and Mail
Harper Collins Canada Ltd.

Harry Rosen Inc.

HDS Retail North America

Bert Liffmann

Yann Martel

McClelland & Stewart Ltd.

Trina McQueen

Soapbox Design 

 Communications Inc. 

The Toronto Star
Ydessa Hendeles Art 

 Foundation, in honour of 

 Gillian Mackay Graham

PATRONS 
($1,000 TO $4,999)

The Badminton and 

 Racquet Club of Toronto

The Bennett Family 

 Foundation

Walter M. 

 & Lisa Balfour Bowen

Paulette Bourgeois

Hank Bulmash

Frances Connelly

David Cronenberg

Honor & Michael de Pencier

Frans & Gini Donker

Douglas & Mary Dyment

Rocco Galati

George Brown College

Scott & Krystyne Griffi n

The Haynes-Connell 

 Foundation at the Toronto  

 Community Foundation

In Honour of 

 Brian Humphries

Norman & Margaret Jewison  

 Foundation

Mark Kingwell

Patricia Keresteci

Bruce MacDougall 

 & Lucy Waverman

MacLeod Dixon LLP

Hugh McLean

Ruth Mesbur 

 & Harlan Schonfeld

Munir Pervaiz

Rohinton & Freny Mistry

Wendy Pitblado

John Ralston Saul 

Constance Rooke

Times Group Corporation

Bruce Walsh

Peter & Eve Willis

Ronald Wright

EVENT SPONSORS/
PROCEEDS 2007-08*

A Different Drummer Books

Book City

Bryan Prince Bookseller

Butterfi eld & Robinson

Calgary Banff International  

 Literary Festival

CBC’s Literary Website

Cumberland Private Wealth  

 Management Inc.

Edmonton International  

 Literary Festival

The Globe and Mail
Gluskin Sheff and Associates

International Festival 

 of Authors

McArthur & Company

McClelland & Stewart Ltd.

Florence Minz

NOW
Shaw Festival 

Osler Hoskin & Harcourt LLP

Penguin Group (Canada)

Random House 

 of Canada Ltd.

RBC Financial Group

Royal St. George’s College

Scott Griffi n Foundation

Simon & Schuster Canada

Soapbox Design 

 Communications Inc.

Thomas Allen & Son Ltd.

Toronto Life

Toronto Public Library

The Toronto Star
Vancouver International  

 Literary Festival

*includes in-kind contributions

GRANTS

The Canada Council 

 for the Arts

International Development  

 Research Centre

The Ontario Arts Council

The Ontario Trillium 

 Foundation

RBC Foundation

The Toronto Arts Council

BOOK ROYALTIES CIRCLE

Alberto Manguel and 

 Macfarlane Walter & Ross,  

 God’s Spies: Stories in 
 Defi ance of Oppression
Eleanor Wachtel, Writers and  
 Company, More Writers  
 and Company and 

 Original Minds

MEMBERS/ASSOCIATE 
MEMBERS*

Elizabeth Abbott*

Kerry Abel

Mark Abley

Doreen Adams*

Elizabeth Adams 

Philip Adams

Frank Addario*

Fred Addis

Alexander Affl eck

Don Aker

Patricia Aldana

Anar Ali

Tom Allen*

Jocelyn Allen*

Paul Almond*

Carlos Angulo-Rivas 

Annick Press Ltd. 

Beth Appeldoorn*

Diane Archambault 

Paola Ardiles 

Sally Armstrong 

Ann Atkey 

Lynn Atkins 

Margaret Atwood*
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Kim Aubrey 

Carl Baar 

Todd Babiak*

James Bacque 

Lisa Balfour Bowen*

Thelma Barer-Stein 

Joan Barfoot 

Joyce Barkhouse 

B.H. Barlow 

Susan Barrable*

Jim Bartley*

Julia Bass 

Radomir Baturan 

Nancy Bauer*

Carolyn Beck

Henry Beissel*

Diana Bennett 

Holly Bennett*

Paul Bennett*

David Bergen*

Michelle Berry 

Lynn Bevan 

David Bezmozgis 

Paul Bidwell 

Dinny Biggs*

Nicolas Billon 

Sandra Birdsell 

Peter Birt*

Ted Bishop 

Neil Bissoondath*

Arthur Black 

Deborah Black*

Sandra Black*

Joe Blades 

Marie-Claire Blais

Giles Blunt*

Harald Bohne*

Stephanie Bolster 

Sabine Bongartz 

Roo Borson 

Sam Boskey 

Marian Botsford Fraser*

Paulette Bourgeois*

Lynne Bowen*

Walter M. Bowen*

Marilyn Bowering

Vivien Bowers 

Alex Boyd 

Brenda Boyes*

Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr 

Robert Bragg

Mary Breen 

T. Ann Brennan*

Maurice Breslow*

Raymond Breton 

Elizabeth Brewster 

Melissa Brizuela 

Chester Brown*

Colin Browne*

Barbara Bruhin Kenney 

Carol Bruneau*

William Bruneau*

Charles Bryant*

Renata Bubelis 

Hank Bulmash*

Adam Burk 

Lin Burman 

Bonnie Burnard*

Guy Burry*

Helen Burstyn*

Catherine Bush*

Sharon Butala*

Martha Butterfi eld*

George Butterfi eld*

Stephen Cain 

Brian Caines*

Barry Callaghan 

David Cameron 

Pamela Cameron 

Ellen Campbell 

Wendy Campbell 

Sandra Campbell 

Canadian Authors 

 Association

Cathy Capes* 

Barbara Carey 

Susan Carnahan*

David Carpenter 

Jill Carter 

Peter Carver*

Lucie Caunter 

Ron Charach 

David Chariandy

Semi Chellas*

Beverley Chernos*

Lesley Choyce 

Metin Ciyayi 

George Clark*

George Elliott Clarke

Stephen Clarkson*

Cecile Cloutier 

Lynn Coady 

Maria Coffey*

Sandra Cohen-Rose 

Karen Cole 

Daniel Coleman 

Don Coles 

Anne Collins*

John Robert Colombo 

Jan Conn 

Karen Connelly*

Frances Connelly*

Margaret Conrad*

Eleanor Cook 

Russ Cook 

Sally Cooper 

Beverley Cooper 

Afua Cooper*

Paul Copeland 

Campbell Cork 

Jack Costello*

Jane Covernton

Colleen Cowman*

Frank Coyle

Susan Coyne*

Helen Cozac 

Patrick Crean 

Judy Creighton-Kidd*

Kelly Crichton*

Beth Croft 

David Cronenberg*

Jean Cross Newman 

Lorna Crozier 

Mary Ellen Csamer 

Alan Cumyn 

Shane Curry*

Paulo Da Costa 

Afsaneh Daghighian 

George Daicos*

Susan Daly 

Chi T. T. Dang*

Jawaid Danish 

Ari Dassanayake 

Gwen Davies 

Lauren B. Davis*

Natalie Zemon 

 Davis*

Diane Davy*

Brian Day*

Jennifer de Alwis*

Monica De Jersey*

Elisabeth de Mariaffi  

Nick de Pencier 

Michael de Pencier*

Honor de Pencier *

Michael Decter*

Teri Degler 

Paul Delaney 

Kristen den Hartog 

Louise Dennys 

Suzanne DePoe 

Carol Devine 
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Marjorie Devine 

Marcello Di Cintio 

Desi Di Nardo 

Wilf Dinnick*

Gillian Diamond*

JoAnn Dionne*

Jack E. G. Dixon

James Doak 

Chris Doda*

Adam Donaldson 

Douglas Donegani 

Gini Donker*

Frans Donker*

Paul Donovan 

Kevin Dooley 

James Downey*

Mary Alice Downie 

Charles Doyle 

Sharon Abron  

 Drache 

Stan Dragland 

Sandy Frances Duncan 

Janne M. Duncan*

Warren Dunford*

Catherine Dunphy 

Mary Dyment*

Douglas Dyment*

M.G. Eaton*

Kim Echlin 

Amatoritsero Ede 

Esi Edugyan 

R. Bruce Elder*

Noelle Elia*

Valerie Elia*

Natasha Elkington 

Sarah Ellis 

Deborah Ellis*

Sarah Elton 

John English*

Shirley Enns*

Rosemarie Enslin*

Leah Jane Esau 

John Evans*

Susan Evans Shaw*

Astrida Ezergailis 

Cary Fagan*

Kim Fahner*

Sandra Faire*

Joan Fairweather

Endre Farkas 

Norm Fassbendek*

Kaniz Fatema 

Daryl Favor 

Ivan Fecan*

Curtis Feltner*

Joy Fielding 

Judith Finlayson 

Robert Finley 

Joe Fiorito 

Sheila Fischman 

Roy Fisher 

Brian Flemming*

Peggy Fletcher 

Cynthia Flood*

Shelley Flynn 

Helen Fogwill Porter*

Charles Foran*

Catherine Ford*

Evelyn Foster*

Deborah Fox 

Arthur Frank*

Keath Fraser 

John Fraser*

Bill Freeman*

Vera Frenkel 

Katerina Fretwell*

Mark Frutkin*

Alain Gagnon 

Sylvie Gagnon 

Rocco Galati*

Elissa Gallander 

Benj Gallander 

Priscilla Galloway 

George Galt*

Gale Zoë Garnett 

Greg Gatenby 

Suzanne Gauthier*

Marie-Louise Gay 

Gary Geddes*

Jon Geist 

Margaret Genovese*

John Bart Gerald 

Hollay Ghadery 

Ali Gharajehlou 

Shree Ghatage*

Ryan Gibbs 

Douglas Gibson 

Sally Gibson 

Graeme Gibson*

Michael Gilbert

Lena Glaes-Coutts 

David Glaze 

Susan Glickman 

Kristin Glover 

Carol Goar*

Barbara Godard*

Dag Goering*

Nora Gold*

Hutan Golsorkhi 

Leona Gom 

Oscar Goodman 

Alison Gordon*

Deborah Gorham

Allan Gould 

Joan Anne Gould 

Sheila Goulet*

Barbara Gowdy 

Aaron Grach*

Wayne Grady*

Mark Graesser 

Shelagh Dawn Grant 

Shirley Grant 

Barrie Gray*

Charlotte Gray*

Gloria Gray Lorenzen 

Eva Green 

Lyndsay Green*

Annalee Greenberg 

L.B. Greenwood 

Krystyne Griffi n*

Scott Griffi n*

Elizabeth Griffi ths 

Isobel Grundy 

Camilla Gryski*

Sandra Gulland*

Genni Gunn

Sylvia Gunnery

Sue Guttenstein*

Richard Gwyn 

Celia Haig-Brown*

Susan Haley 

Scott Hall 

Gerald Hallowell*

Carol Hanson 

Judy Hara-Ferguson 

Victor Harding*

Kim Harkness 

Robert Harlow 

Lynn Harrigan*

Kim Harris 

Ted Harrison 

Isobel Harry 

Kenneth Harvey 

Kathryn Harvey*

Patricia Harvie 

Mariam Hashemi 

Elizabeth Hay*

Eryl Hayden Fraser 

Emily Hearn*

Kate Heartfi eld

Ensafali Hedayat 

Dorris Heffron*
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Steven Heighton 

Ernest Hekkanen 

Meno Hellis 

Judy & Steve Hellman*

Michael Helm 

Susan L. Helwig*

David Henderson 

Stephen Hendrie 

Valerie Hennell 

Peter Herrndorf 

Michael Hetherington 

Andrea Hila 

Peter Hinchcliffe*

Nick Hodge 

Jack Hodgins*

Pauline Holdstock 

Gregory Hollingshead*

Anne Holloway*

Nancy Holmes*

Cynthia Holz 

Alexandra Hong 

Ahmadshah Hotaki 

Blanche Howard 

Isabel Huggan*

Margaret Anne Hume*

Patricia Humphrey 

Sheila Hyland 

Gary Hyland*

Maureen Hynes*

Frank Iacobucci*

Edith Iglauer Daly*

Kristen Ingram 

Kevin Irie 

Frances Itani*

Marni Jackson 

Maria Jacobs 

Avrum Jacobson 

Ellen Jaffe 

Phil Jenkins 

Sharon Jennings 

Marthe Jocelyn 

Lorraine Johnson 

Stephen Johnson 

Julie Johnston 

John Jose*

Vivette Kady*

Smaro Kamboureli*

Dagmar Kanzler 

Beth Kaplan 

Ron Kaplansky*

Jaya Karsemeyer 

Barbara Kaye*

Michael Kennedy 

Therezinha Kennedy 

David Kent*

Patricia Keresteci*

Kim Kerridge*

Farideh Kheradmand*

Bruce Kidd*

John Kieffer*

Alexis Kienlen 

Thomas Kierans*

Mia Kim 

Camie Kim*

Thomas King 

Mark Kingwell*

Sarah Klassen*

Pia Kleber 

Diana Knight 

Sandhya Kohli 

Myrna Kostash*

David Koulack 

Robert Kroetsch 

Lesley Krueger 

Diana Krupel 

Janice Kulyk Keefer 

Shirley Kumove 

Martha Kumsa*

Eva Kushner*

Ben Labovitch 

Liisa Ladouceur 

Thu Van Lam*

Vincent Lam*

Jennifer Lambert

Robert Lane 

Patrick Lane*

Jose Latour 

Rob Lavery*

Kat Law 

Carol Lawlor*

Margaret Lawrence 

Eric Lax*

Keith Ross Leckie

Dennis Lee 

Stella Lee*

Alexander Leggatt*

Linda Leith

Harvey Levenstein 

Bernice Lever 

Sara Lee Lewis 

Dorothy Lichtblau*

Bert Liffmann*

Jane Lind*

Barbara Little*

Tanya Lloyd Kyi 

Barb Lord

Celia B. Lottridge*

Jennifer Lovegrove 

Chris Lowry 

Anna Luengo 

Mary Lund 

Liz Lundell*

Jeffrey Luscombe*

Richard Lush 

Anne-Marie MacDonald

Bruce MacDougall*

Janet MacInnis*

Don MacIntyre 

Wendy MacIntyre 

Claire Mackay*

Donna MacKinnon

Janet MacLean*

R.V. MacLeod*

Jay Macpherson*

Benedicta Madawo*

Joan Magee 

Marnie Maguire 

Anand Mahadevan 

Alice Major 

Carin Makuz*

Anne Malena 

Heather Mallick 

Patricia Malone 

Kim Maltman 

Carol Malyon 

Ruth Mandel*

Alberto Manguel*

Jackie Manthorne 

Ronald Manzer*

Dave Margoshes*

Dow Marmur 

Michael Marrus 

Emile Martel 

Yann Martel*

Robin Mathews 

Luis Matta 

Bruce Matthews*

Carol Matthews

Phillip Maude*

Sheila McCracken*

S.A.M McCue 

Anne McDermid 

Bob McDevitt 

Donna McDougall 

Robert McEwen*

Robert McGill 

K.A. McGinn 

Donald McGorman 

John McGreevy*

Jacqueline McHugh 

Fiona McHugh*

Hope McIntyre 
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Scott McIntyre*

Don McKay 

Ami McKay*

Loreena McKennitt 

Catherine McKercher 

Angus McLaren*

Barbara McLean*

Hugh McLean*

Jack McLeod*

Kevin McLoughlin*

Susan McMaster*

Ria Jean McMurtry 

Trina McQueen*

Tessa McWatt*

George McWhirter*

Nawzad Medhat 

Miriam Mehrkens*

Shawn Melito 

Sybille Melotte*

Pamela Meneilly 

Bo Meng*

Ruth Mesbur*

Wendy Mesley*

Leslie Gabriel Mezei 

Anne Michaels 

Alan Middleton 

Kate Miles Melville 

Lily Poritz Miller 

Ruth and Eric Miller 

Jeffrey Miller 

Aaron Milrad*

Rohinton Mistry*

Freny Mistry*

Catherine Mitchell*

Renate Mohr*

Frances Money 

Christopher Moore 

Daniel Mordecai*

Bernice Morgan*

Elaine Morin 

Tom Morris*

Doris Morrison 

Daniel David Moses*

Erin Moure 

Claire Mowat*

Moylena Foundation*

Michelle Mulder 

Karen Mulhallen*

Alice Munro

Ian Munro*

Robert Munsch 

Leilah Nadir 

Nancy’s Very Own 

 Foundation*

Florence Narine*

Marie Natanson*

Lorri Neilsen Glenn 

Alex Newell 

Stephen Newman*

Nghia Huu Nguyen 

Hal Niedzviecki*

Christine Nielsen*

Emilia Nielsen

Karl Nilsen 

Daniela Norris 

Iris Nowell*

Morgan Nyberg 

Keith Oatley 

John O’Brian*

Peter O’Brien*

Brian O’Dea*

Johannes Oja 

David Olds 

Rosemary Oliver*

Patricia Oliver Dell’Aquila

Merilee Olson*

Juliet O’Neill 

Katrin Onstad*

Natalie Onuska 

John Otter*

Edita Page*

Myra Paperny*

Erna Paris 

Diane Park*

Nelofer Pazira 

John Pearce*

Kit Pearson*

Sheila Pennington 

Louise Penny 

John Pepall 

Stan Persky 

Munir Pervaiz

Edward Phillips*

Ruth Pincoe*

Carole Piovesan 

Francesca Piredda 

Wendy Pitblado*

M.B. Planck*

Carolyn Pogue 

Michael Poole 

Manuela Popovici

Pamela Porter 

Anna Porter*

Liza Potvin*

Beth Powning*

Alison Prentice*

Barbara Pulling 

Darlene Barry Quaife*

Tom Quinn 

Wynn Quon 

Carolyn Raber*

John Ralston Saul *

Ceta Ramkhalawansingh*

Peter Raymont 

Magdalene Redekop*

Barbara Reid 

Kati Rekai 

Marc Reppin*

Ann Marie Reszetrik 

Philip Reznick*

Bruce Rhodes*

Nino Ricci*

CS Richardson*

Edward Riche

T.F. Rigelhof 

Dianne Rinehart

Hollis Rinehart

Joanne Ritchie 

Erika Ritter 

Martin Roberts 

Joseph Roberts 

Mansel Robinson 

Joel & Mary Rochon 

Ajmer Rode 

Renee Rodin 

Stan Rogal 

Chris Rolton 

Constance Rooke*

Gary Ross

J. Nicholas Ross 

Jerry Roth*

Jackie Rothstein*

Carl Rotor 

Abraham Rotstein 

Frederika Rotter*

Dimitrios Roussopoulos 

Siobhan Rowan 

Douglas Roy 

Clayton Ruby 

Claudia Ruitenberg 

Catherine Russell*

Elizabeth Ruth 

Abdolreza Saebimoghaddam

Gabriel Safdie*

Sonia Saikaley 

Kerri Sakamoto 

Rick Salutin 

K.G. Sambrano 

Barbara Samuels 

Yar Sana 

Ali Sadeghi

Richard Sandbrook 
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Silvija Saplys 

Jennifer Saxton 

Hasib Sayed 

Larry Scanlan 

Rebecca Schechter 

Mary Schendlinger 

Judith Scherer Herz*

Brian Schnurr*

Harlan Schonfeld*

Annette Schouten Woudstra

Alvin Schrader 

Desmond Scott*

Ellen Seligman 

Shyam Selvadurai 

John Sewell*

Eithne Shankar 

Jack Shapiro*

Caroline Shepard*

Catherine Shepherd 

Victor Shepherd*

Haroon Siddiqui*

Maggie Siggins*

David Silcox*

Antanas Sileika 

Gordon Sim*

Behrooz Simai 

Joseph Simons 

Diane Sims 

Donna Sinclair 

Joan Skogan*

Josef Skvorecky 

Elaine Slater*

Carolyn Smart 

John Smith 

Caitlin Smith 

Denis Smith*

Adam Sol*

Elaine Solway*

Margaret Somerville 

Evelyn Sommers 

Jen Sookfong Lee*

Mary Lou Soutar-Hynes*

Linda Spalding 

Francis Sparshott 

Heather Spears 

Randi Spires 

Theresa Spohn 

Marie Elise St. George 

David Staines 

Ken Stange 

John Steffl er 

Blema Steinberg 

J.J. Steinfeld 

Warren Stevenson 

Tim Stewart*

Deborah Stiles*

Kathy Stinson 

Daniel Stoffman 

Felicity Stone 

Susan Stromberg-Stein 

Betsy Struthers*

Nayana Suchak 

Vanisha Sukdeo 

Rosemary Sullivan 

Merna Summers*

Fraser Sutherland 

Susan Swan 

Mark Swartz 

George Swede 

George Szanto 

Julius Taku Celestin 

Jennifer Tan 

Barbara Tangney*

Jacqueline Tarne*

Patti Tasko 

Tom Tavares 

Sarah Taylor 

Timothy Taylor

Chris Tenove 

Miran Ternamian 

Ellie Tesher*

Derek Thaczuk*

Blossom Thom*

Audery Thomas 

Joan Bond 

 Thornton-McLeod 

Kevin Tierney*

Maria Tippett 

Peter Tolnai 

Ihor Tomkiw 

Earle Toppings*

Joan Tosoni 

Lola Tostevin

Teresa Toten*

Margaret Toth*

William Toye 

Kim Trainor 

Stephen Trumper*

Minhtri Truong*

Jennifer Tsoy 

Iris Tupholme 

Janet Turnbull 

Vernon Turner*

Alan Twigg*

Julita Tyszewicz 

Priscila Uppal*

Pablo Urbanyi*

Jane Urquhart*

Aritha Van Herk*

Guy Vanderhaeghe*

Katharine Vanderlinden 

Daniel Vandervoort 

Katharine Vansittart*

Gloria Varley 

Merel Veldhuis*

Brenda Vellino*

Richard Vernon*

Olga Verrall 

Maria Vieru

Vikki Visvis 

Padma Viswanathan 

Alexis Von Konigslow 

Stuart von Wolff*

Eleanor Wachtel*

Christopher Waddell*

Fred Wah 

Andrew Wainwright*

Martha Wall*

Bruce Walsh*

David Waltner-Toews*

Karen Walton 

Bonnie Walton*

Susan Warden 

Lucy Waverman*

Joyce Wayne

Barry Webster 

William Weintraub 

Bev & Barry Wellman 

Norma West Linder 

Grace Westcott 

Lyn Westwood 

Sue Wheeler*

Sheila Whyte 

David Williams 

Megan Williams*

Evelyn Willis*

Peter Willis *

Patricia Windrim 

Catherine Wismer Manley

Del Wolsey*

Bob Woodburn 

Richard Wright 

Joseph Wright*

Ronald Wright*

Writers’ Guild of Alberta

Rachel Wyatt*

Betty Jane Wylie*

Tim Wynne-Jones 

Mehri Yalfani 

Barb Yealland 

David Young 

Pam Young 
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Catherine Young Bates

Talia Zajac* 

Chro Zand 

Jane & Eb Zeidler 

Hassan Zerehi 

Liz Zetlin 

Carmen Ziolkowski*

Jan Zwicky 

* denotes Free Expression Circle 
members (more than $60 per year)

DONORS

AbeBooks.com

Ruth Baribeau

Paul Bennett

Doug Berquist

Ruta Budininkas

Andrew Campbell

Carleton University English 

Literature Society

Susan Carter

Rilla Clark

Mirella Christou

Nicole Chenier-Cullen

Beth Cragg

Anne Dale

Audrey Dennie

H. Erbrahimi

Afsaneh Ezhari

Wayne Fairhead

Festival of Words

Robert Glen

Globe Theatre

Sam Goldberg

Peter Gordon

Brian Greenspan

Catherine Heartfi eld

Margaret Hennig

Patricia Howard

Alice Hunt

Marsha Kaiserman 

Allan Kaplan

Philippa Kilbourn

Vera Kircheis

Joseph Kirman

Myra Krangle

Sharron Kusiar

Lakefi eld Literary Festival

Nora Large

Lawrence Park 

 Community Church

Anne Levin

Juliette Lewis

Howard Millard

Margaret MacMillan

Maria Maksymiw

Mary Gans

Angela McMillan

Jodie Medd

Hermoine Nielsen

Al & Helen Minden

Michael Minden

Peter Miskimmin

Doug Moir

Sandra Monteath

Margaret Morneau

Florence Morson

Julie Murray

Joanne Nelson

Betsy Nuse

Erin O’Sullivan

David Peebles

M. J. Petersen Burfi eld

Susan Phelan

Ron Philipp

Joan Pope

Prologue to the 

 Performing Arts

R.U. Studio

Will Rotor

Laurie Russell

Ray Schachter

Jan Schroeder

Sheila Smith

Michael Stone

Celia Stroh

Manna Tang

Krista Uloth

The Writing Tables

Richard Windolf

Edward Wineberg

Naomi Wittlin

Michael Wolfi sh

Vicki Wright

David Yung

VOLUNTEERS

Adam Bemma

Mimi Beyer

Veronica Bida

Emily Blakelock

Natalia Borecka

Jared Both

Joni Brunton

Barb Carey

Maureen Carter-Whitney

Anita Chong

Karen Connelly

Frances Connelly

Carter Cook

Jennifer Cunningham

Susan Daly

Mika Damianos

Diane Davy

Teri Degler

Carol Devine

Valerie Dubail

Jackie Grandy

Katie Hearn

Shangeetha Jeyamanohar

Ron Kaplansky

Erin Kobayashi

Bryce Kustra

Shannon Maguire

Mathieu Marcil

Pamela Meneilly

Anthony Milton

Ellen Munro

Chaka Reid

Rose Rodrigo

Jessie Schanzle

Avi Sirlin

Vanisha Sukdeo

Fraser Sutherland

Patti Tasko

Aya Tsintziras

Michelle Webb

Vicki Wright
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Nelofer Pazira, President

Ellen Seligman, Vice President

Hank Bulmash, Treasurer

Phil Jenkins, Chair, Writers in Prison Committee

Chris Waddell, Chair, National Affairs

Munir Pervaiz, Chair, Writers in Exile Committee 

Rob Lavery, Chair, Fundraising Committee

Louise Dennys, Chair, Communications Committee

Alison Gordon, Editor, Annual Report 

Michael Helm, Chair, Membership Committee

Todd Babiak, Chair, Cross-Canada Outreach

Bruce MacDougall, Chair, Legal Affairs

Martha Butterfi eld, Member at Large

Lynn Coady, Member at large

Susan Coyne, Member at Large

David Davidar, Member at Large

Anna Porter, Member at Large

Constance Rooke, ex-offi cio, Past President

ADVISORY BOARD

David Cronenberg

Rohinton Mistry

STAFF

Isobel Harry, Executive Director

Colleen Cowman, Development Director

Josh Bloch, Outreach and Events coordinator

Marian Botsford Fraser, Programs Associate

Aleksandra Bida, Interim Administrator

INTERNS

Polina Kukar, Bryce Kustra, Alexandra Lalonde
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